In The __ Swans a princess rescues her 11 brothers from an evil spell
The emperor in The Nightingale is from this country
Little __ Girl is a popular Christmas title despite its sad ending
In 2007 __ Margrethe II designed the ballet costumes for The Tinderbox
As a young teen he was a soprano at the ___ Danish Theater
In 2012 an early tale, The Tallow __, was found in a Danish archive
The Snow Queen was made into the 2013 Disney movie ___
There is a ___ of him in the Rosenborg Castle gardens
During a visit to England in 1847 he met author Charles ___
The ___’s New Clothes was first published in 1837
In The Angel, an angel takes a boy to heaven, but first they gather ___
Ole Lukoje is better known as The ___ who helps children fall asleep
In the original Little Mermaid, she dies and turns into ___
His friend Jenny Lind, an opera singer, was called the ___ Nightingale
Published in 1843, The Ugly ___ eventually turns into a beautiful swan
Carol Burnett was in Once Upon a ___ based on the Princess & the Pea
In The ___, a vain young girl wears shoes that won’t stop dancing
There is a theme-park based on his fairy tales in ___ China
The Danish government paid him a stipend as a “national ___”
He loved ___ music and opera as well as poetry
Disney’s Fantasia 2000 adapted The ___ Tin Soldier to music
A prince disguises himself to woo the emperor’s daughter in The ___
He was born in Odense, Denmark and died in ___ in 1875
She escapes from a toad & eventually marries a flower-fairy prince
In ___ there is a statue of him with a book with a duck at his feet
The ___ and the Chimney Sweep is a story about two china figurines
___ Children’s Book Day takes place on April 2 - his birthday
A statue of the ___ ___ overlooks the water in Copenhagen
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